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MATERIALS

AVERAGE TIME CHALLENGE LEVEL
2

HOURS

Simple Techniques - Stunning Effects

BACK TO SCHOOL
BANNER

 

CMM 86 - Pretty In Pink
CMM62 - Just Blue
CMM 3 - Carnation

CMM 93 - London Fog
CMM 72 - Sahara

CMM 70 - Star Dust
CMM 31 - Licorice

CMM 19 - Banana Boat

 
 

DB38413 Flag Pendants
DB38414 Banner Pendants

Medium Brush
Liner Brush

1/2" Masking Tape
Marker

 
 

COLORS



 Start with your 6 banner pendants. We are going to tape to make the blue lines. Wherever
you place the tape down is going to remain white. The spaces between the tape will have
color. 
 Put 2 pieces of 1/2" tape on the top of each pendant to block out the first inch. 
 Leave a small space, about 1/8" and then put down another piece of tape. 
 Repeat step 3 until you get to the bottom of each pendant. 
 Run your thumbnail over all of your tape to make sure it's sealed down. 
 Paint in the stripes with 3 coats of Just Blue. When that paint starts to dry, remove all of your
tape. Allow these to drive while we work on the other pendants. 
 Use a marker to sketch out your pencil. First draw a line across the top about 1/2" down
from the top. This will be our eraser. 
 Make another line down about 1/4" from the previous line. This will be the metal that holds
the eraser. 
 Go down to the point of the pendants and make a line about 1/2" up, this will be the lead. 
 The last line is a zig zag line an inch up from the point. This will be the wood of the pencil. 
 Paint each pendants eraser with 3 coats of Carnation.
 Fill in the largest section with 3 coats of Banana Boat to make the yellow on the pencil. 
 Paint in the metal holder of the eraser on each pendant with 3 coats of London Fog. 
Fill in the wood of the pencils with 3 coats of Sahara. 
 The lead of the pencil will get filled in with 3 coats of Star Dust using a liner brush. 
 While you have the Star Dust on your brush add a little bit of water and then line your
pencil. We are going for quick and messy, not heavy solid lines. 
 Go back to the banner pendants and put a piece of tape going vertically 3/4" from the left
hand side. Leave a little space about 1/8" and put down another piece of tape. 
Fill in that little space with 3 coats of Pretty in Pink.
 Dip the cap of your marker into Just Blue paint and stamp on the circle to create the "holes"
in the paper to the left of the pink line.  
 After all of the pendants are dry, use a marker to sketch out the letters. Then paint them on
with your liner brush with Licorice. 
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TIPS

INSTRUCTIONS

The marker that is used to sketch out the pencil will disappear in the firing. 
Make sure to seal all of the tape down with your thumbnail. 
The outlines on the pencil should be light and messy. A solid line will compete with the
letters. 


